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1. **Post Retaining Bracket**

The Post Retaining Bracket assembly p/n 80-15875-0000 incorporates a spring to engage onto the bottom side of the frame bracket once it is installed. This spring prevents the retainer from working itself up and out of the frame bracket due to vibration over time.

**NOTE:** The shelf post limit is 1050 LBS. Posts must have intermediate supports (Post Locators) installed. Height of shelf to be located is dependent upon merchandising and dispersion of load requirements.
1.1. Post Retaining Bracket Installation

Slide the retainer down the post from the top so that the “T” on the retainer can be inserted into the frame bracket. Ensure the spring clip snaps out toward the door under the frame bracket. Repeat the process for the other side.

1.1.1. Alignment of the retainer and frame bracket.

This is the appearance of the retainer and frame bracket before they start to engage each other.

1.1.2. Spring alignment.

This shows the position of the spring before it starts to engage into the frame bracket.
1.1.3. Spring in frame bracket channel.
    This shows the spring inside the frame bracket channel and the retainer engaging into the same channel.

1.1.4. Spring in final position.
    This shows the spring in its final resting state and retainer fully engaged into the frame bracket.

1.2. Result of Installation
    After 1.1.1 thru 1.1.4 are performed, the post retaining assembly will not be able to be removed without pressing the spring toward the post and pushing the retaining bracket up and out of the frame bracket.
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